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Byzantines are often opposed to Africans, for instance in ima
ges connected with chessmen, with black and grey hair, or 
with day succeeding night. But they also appear together with 
them in a harmonious contrast, in vineyards of green and pur
ple grapes (no. 297), in the comparison of a stork with an 
Abyssinian in a river who is holding a Byzantine child in his 
arms (no. 66), or in that of a reed pen with a Byzantine suck
ling who has a Nubian mother (no. 611). Byzantines and 
Africans may also combine to represent non-Arabs in gene
ral, as in the lines ascribed to a Bedouin who compared the 
subllsdes of the terminology employed by a grammarian to 
the iW^age of al-zanj wa-l-rum (no. 41), and in the advice 
not tO\de^ise a man because his mother is min al-riim aw 
sawdd' 'ajma' (p. 15). These examples show that Byzantines 
and Africans\often appear in images in tandem and are not 
compared directly with each other. Nonetheless a system of 
arranging the material which gives no hint of the important 
role the Byzantmes play in figurativ^ language referring to 
Africans cannot Be considered whol/y satisfactory. 

Another problem arises from the/fact that unlike his pre
vious collections oKimagery and studies of motifs in Arabic 
poetry, this book ofYjllmann's includes quotations not only 
about the subject, Africans, bul hy them, a fact he simply 
refers to in the introduVtion. Otharwise he follows an imper
sonal approach, as if heNwere deafling with inanimate objects. 
Yet Sa'd ibn Tarif's lampoon of/AbQ Bakr's mawld Bilal ibn 
Rabah, comparing him with a dlingbeede (no. 72), has a dif
ferent ring about it from Nusayb al-Asghar's daughter al-
Hajna"s appeal to al-Mahd\ which uses the same metaphor 
(no. 76): "Amira l-mu'mi\ina a-ld tardnd I khandfisa 
baynand ju'alun kabirii? Aniifa l-muminina a-ld tardnd I ka-
annand min sawddi l-layli qirbV'. (The poem has a final line, 
absent from the book, suggesting what is behind the girl's 
self-abasement: "Amira l-njumuuna a-ld tardnd I faqirdtin 
wa-wdlidund faqirii?"). Shffluld tse expression of the poet's 
subjectivity be entirely ignored inVuch cases? 

Ullmann names Gemot Kotter's and Susanne Enderwitz's 
studies of the place of Africans in Arab society,-) but he does 
not exploit them. In particular, when mentioning the myth 
of Ham (p. 21), he could'usefully ha '̂C referred to Rotter's 
detailed exposition of it. And in connection with attitudes to 
marriages with black w/)men (p. 15) Kotter's finding that 
with the passage of time/disapproval ofVhese unions decrea
sed deserved to be mentioned. There arAaiso some flaws in 
the book's organisationNNo. 225 is not translated. No. 142 
plays with the contrast between a girl's black skin and her 
lover's white hair; it should surely be put\in the section on 
black skin, not black hair. Similarly, no. 22« is in the section 
on the "heart of hearts", sawdd al-qalb, although it tums on 
an allusion to the seat of love as black gall, at-sawdd', which 
is the subject of nos. 211-212a. No. 242 illustrates a more 
general difficulty. It consists of 38 lines of a ppem by Ibn al-
Rumi, parts of which reappear in six other plapes. Lines 43-
64 describe various aspects of a black girl whd serves wine, 
while in lines 65-70 the poet addresses the girl's owner and 
praises the colour black. This striking poem is included in the 
section on musk, which is mentioned once in it, in line 48. It 

-) Gemot Rotter, Die Slellung des Negers in der islamisch-arahischen 
Gesellschaft bis zum XVI. Jahrhundert. Diss. Bonn 1967; Susanne Ender-
witz, Gesellschaftlicher Rang und elhnische Legitimation. Der arabische 
Schriftsteller Abu 'Utman al-Gdhiz (gest. 868) iiber die Afrikaner, Perser 
und Araber in der islamischen Gesellschaft, Freiburg 1979. 

has evidently resisted being divided up piecemeal, but to 
assign it to a section on a single theme while it contains 
several others too is hardly a satisfactory solution. The limi
tations of the atomising approach to Arabic poems which the 
book employs are shown up here. 

Takeh^ll in all, this book is a ii£h collection of poetic texts 
dealing whh Africans and dacK-skinned people, and it con
tains much Hseful linguistic information. But as a contribu
tion to undersKHiding attitudes towards Africans in the media
eval Arab worloSt must J5e used with caution. It takes too 
little account of tn\ever-present problem of interpretation. 
As already pointed our, the context of a poem, when it is 
known, must not be ignored. There are also the more gene
ral issue of the influencesof a given genre on the imagery 
used. It is a prope;ay of lam^soons, for instance, to vilify their 
objects, whethe/Africans or \ thers . What kind of general 
conclusions about attitudes to a ^ c i a l group can be drawn 
from the imagery used to describe t h ^ in hija'? Finally, Ull
mann remarks that it is above all the Africans' physical cha
racteristics which are referred to in imagery. It is thanks to 
such references that we can identify the po^sence of Africans 
in mediaeval poetry. Physical appearance is a common theme 
in hijd' and ghazal, but seldom mentioned in rithd'. An elegy 
of an African could describe his moral qualities using figu
rative language but say nothing about his looks or origin, and 
so we would not know from it that an African was the sub
ject. 

Lausanne, December 2000 Hilary KILPATRICK 

* 

FENTON, Paul B. — Philosophic & exegese dans Le Jardin 
de la metaphore de Mo'ise Ibn Ezra, philosophe & poete 
andalou du Xlle siecle. (Etudes sur le judaisme medie
val t. 19). Leiden, New York, Koln, Brill 1996. 

Moses ibn Ezra is one of the most important poets and the
oreticians of what was called the school of the New Hebrew 
poets, which arose in Mushm Spain in the 11th Century CE. 
The Jews were the oldest inhabitants of the Iberian penin
sula; they were there as early as Phoenician times, but 
reached their cultural apogee only during Islam's dominance 
of Spain, which they welcomed in 711 CE because of their 
deteriorating relationship with the Visigoths. Although at the 
beginning, Jews also practised agriculture and were landown
ers, the impact of Arabisation led the Jews towards increas
ing urbanisation. The Jews were only one of the several eth
nic and religious groups in al-Andalus (Muslim Spain). 
Contributors to the flowering of Jewish intellectual and cul
tural life were such famous Jewish courtiers as Hasday ibn 
Shapmt (d. ca. 970) — who lived at the court of the western 
Umayyad caliph, 'Abd al-Rahman 111 — and Samuel ha-
Nagid (993-1056), who served at the Berber court of 
Granada. Rapid Arabisation meant for the Jews the use of 
Classical Arabic written in Hebrew characters. In the field of 
poetry, there existed at the beginning only ihe piyyutim influ
enced by Aramaic and liturgical Hebrew. But — under the 
impact of the study of Biblical Hebrew grammar with 
medieval Arabic methods, which gave them insight into the 
Biblical Hebrew language as never before — from the mid
dle of the 10th century onwards they practised secular 
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Hebrew poetry written in purely Biblical Hebrew. This sec
ular Hebrew poetry emerged as a Hebrew adaptation of Ara
bic verse. It took over metres, conventions and contents from 
the Arabs. Piyyutim and secular poems were consumed by a 
group of Andalusian Jews who could be characterized as 
'courtier rabbis', in the sense that they were well versed in 
religious knowledge and had undergone Arabo-Muslim edu
cation, which was needed in order to be a good courtier.') 
Their type of education was very 'medieval', and we see par
allels with the education of Muslim and western European 
Christian scholars of the time: they try to reconcile Classical 
and other sciences outside the immediate scope of their reli
gion with their religious viewpoints and ideologies. 

In this manner, the Jews assimilated themselves without 
much difficulty^) to Arabic critical norms in their adaptation 
of foreign methodologies to the study of traditional Jewish 
texts. The Jews wrote in Hebrew and Arabic, their wisdom 
was Hebrew, Greek and Arabic, and their metres, themes and 
poetic style were Arabic. In his poetry, Moses ibn Ezra 
showed his predilection for badi' ([Arabic] decorative style), 
and his"Classicism"is based on his following from nearby 
Arabic poetic thematics. His Hebrew poetics, entitled Kitdb 
al-Muhddara wa-l-Mudhdkara (Book of Conversation and 
Discussion), is a prescriptive treatment of the legitimacy of 
Arabic-style Hebrew poetry.') His other book — the Maqdlat 
al-Had'iqa fi Ma'nd al-Majdz wa-'l-Haqiqa (Treatise of the 
Garden of the Metaphorical and the Literal) — to which Fen-
ton's present book is devoted, deals with the poetic diction 
of the Hebrew Bible within a scholastic, philosophical per
spective. 

We know that life was not very easy for Moses ibn Ezra 
because of his 'voluntary' exile in the barbarous Christian 
north of Spain after the arrival of the intolerant Almoravids 
in Granada — a period during which he nostalgically looks 
back to the 'flesh pots' of Andalusian cultural life. He was 
always complaining about his exile, where he suffered from 
a lack of intellectual refinement. In exile, Moses ibn Ezra 
endeavoured to give to future generations his vision of 
[Hebrew] literature and science. Let us now turn to the above-
mentioned book by Fenton on Moses ibn Ezra's Maqdlat al
ii adiq a. 

The first, introductory chapter of this book is devoted to 
Moses ibn Ezra's time, and his poetic and prosaic works, 
including his lost works and Bible commentaries, of which 
the Kitdb al-Muhddara and his Maqdlat al-Hadiqa are dis
cussed. The author discusses the manuscripts of the latter 
treatise and its [partial] Hebrew translation, [the Arugat ha-
Bosem], and its translator, who according to Fenton seems to 
have been the famous Maqdma author, Yehudah al-Harizi 
(1165-1235). In order to demonstrate his opinion about the 
identity of the translator, Fenton discusses the poetic intro-

') See for this term Ross BRANN, The Compunctuous Poet, Cultural 
Ambiguity and Hebrew Poetry in Muslim Spain, Baltimore 1991; FENTON 
speaks of 'honnetes hommes' in connection with the education medieval 
Jewish intellectuals should have, see p. 71. 

)̂ For the difficulties and ambiguities of the intellectuals, see Ross 
BRANN, Compunctuous Poet.. 

' ) According to Scheindlin, the arguments of the Muhddarah could 
defend Jewish morale against claims of cultural backwardness, but are ulti
mately focussed on legitimizing Arabic-style Hebrew poetry. Cf. Raymond 
SCHEINDLIN, "Rabbi Mosheh ibn Ezra on the Legitimacy of Poetry", 
Medievalia et Humanistica VII (1976), pp. 101-105; Ross BRANN, Com-
punctous Poet, pp. 59-83. 

duction to the translator's work, and makes remarks about 
the translator's vocabulary and the treatise's structure and 
contents. From Fenton's analysis of the manuscripts, we can 
see how much has become clear in the last fifteen years. The 
most important manuscript — A — was the most widely 
known and the best: it was sold in 1975 by the Sassoon fam
ily to the Israel National Library. For a long time, nothing 
was heard of the Petersburg manuscript (B), which — after 
A — is the most important and complete. It was reported that 
Kokovzov at the beginning of this century had prepared a tex
tual edition, but it was thought to have been lost. Recently, 
with the Russian borders being more open than in the past, 
even Kokozov's edition has been rediscovered. Fenton not 
only rediscovered the Petersbourg material of the B manu
script, but also identified in the Geniza collections of Peters
bourg and Cambridge several other smaller fragments of the 
Arabic texts, as well as other fragments of the texts of the 
Hebrew translation, which cover only a small part of the Ara
bic original, especially those passages dealing with philoso
phy. The importance of the Hebrew translation lies in the fact 
that it probably influenced the works of later Jewish philoso
phers who did not know Arabic. 

After the introduction, the book is divided into two parts: 
philosophy and exegesis. Chapter 2 starts with a general 
analysis of the philosophical parts of the Maqdla, and dis
cusses the poetic prelude to the work, which is also known 
as a separate poem in Moses ibn Ezra's Diwdn. This poem 
has in its cosmological description much in common with a 
poem by Moses ibn Ezra's master, Ibn Ghiyath, and with 
another one, the famous Kether Malkut by Solomon ibn 
Gabirol. The preface, in prose, deals with the fact that God 
is ascribed many human attributes which have to be consid
ered metaphorical and not literal. This refers, of course, also 
to the title of the book. Fenton concludes about this preface 
that Moses ibn Ezra does not only want to give an inventory 
of metaphors, but to make a work in the good tradition of 
adab. In his work, Moses ibn Ezra approaches a wide range 
of philosophical problems, which reflect the intellectual pre
occupations of his time. The Hadiqa is a kind of abstract of 
what every honest man should know of philosophy. This trea
tise has the merit of reflecting the contents of the intellectual 
luggage of a lettered, Andalusian man of the 12th century. 
The merit of his 'philosophical anthology' is also that pas
sages from lost works by predecessors have been preserved 
because Moses ibn Ezra quoted them in his treatise. Thus we 
re-find many quotations from the lost Arabic original of 
Solomon ibn [Gabirol's] neo-Platonic philosophic work. Pons 
Vitae [Yanba 'al-Haydh], which Fenton edited in an appen
dix to his present book. Fenton now follows the order of 
Moses ibn Ezra's treatise and explains Moses ibn Ezra's pas
sages in the light of medieval philosophical literature. After 
dealing with Moses ibn Eara's introduction about man as the 
proof of the existence of the Creator, he goes on to deal with 
what is said then about the dogma of the Unity of God, the 
negation of attributes or names given to Him, about motion 
and creation, rational and traditional laws, and the composi
tion of man, nature, intellect and the three souls [vegetal, ani
mal and rational]. Much of the material treated by Moses ibn 
Ezra is compared with passages from medieval philosophi
cal works such as the rasd'il of the Ikhwan al-Safa, Ibn 
Gabirol's Pons Vitae, Bahya ibn Paquda's Hiddya [Guide to 
the Duties of the Hearts], Farabi's al-Madina al-Pddila [Per
fect State] and Dunash ibn Tamim's Commentary on the 
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Sefer Yesirah [Book of Creation]. The chapter closes with a 
resume of Moses ibn Ezra's philosophical ideas conceming 
such popular medieval questions as the nature of God, ema
nation or creation, intellect, cosmology and revelation, and 
ethical doctrine. Such a resume is necessary because Moses 
ibn Ezra is not a closed system. Fenton concludes that Moses 
ibn Ezra's speculations about God fit in with the ideas of the 
Arabic Neo-Platonians. He is not as negative as Ibn Gabirol 
about the unknowability of God, and calls him the Creator 
(al-bdri) and the First Author {al-Mubdi' al-awwal), whose 
unity is incomparable. Attributes such as Mighty, Omniscient, 
Living are devoid of meaning and only serve to bring the 
transcendence of God nearer to human understanding. For the 
believer, God can be found by meditating on the divine traces 
in the universe. Moses ibn Ezra combines the notions of cre
ation ex nihilo and emanation by admitting three stages: cre
ation of the intellect by God's will, emanation, by means of 
God's generosity, of simple spiritual substances, and, thirdly 
and finally, the formation of the corporal substances of the 
sublunar world, to begin with the causality of the elements. 
According to Fenton, Moses ibn Ezra succeeds in reconcil
ing the rabbinic tradition with Arabic neo-Platonism. In cos
mology, Moses ibn Ezra apparently follows the system of the 
Arabic Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan al-Safa) with some mod
ifications. Unlike the Ptolemaean system, Moses ibn Ezra rec
ognizes the existence of a last sphere, that of the intellect, 
followed by the sphere of the fixed stars, the spheres of the 
six planets, and that of the moon. With respect to revelation, 
Moses ibn Ezra declares the authenticity of Mosaic law and 
recognizes that human reason could elevate itself to equal 
knowledge. Like the mu'tazilites, Moses ibn Ezra makes a 
division between duties of the heart, and rational and tradi
tional prescriptions. As human beings we cannot comprehend 
the motives of the traditional prescriptions, although they are 
in the end rational. Man has the choice between good and 
bad, otherwise there would be no sense to recompense and 
punish. Man is a reflection of the universe, whose crown he 
is. He is capable of elevating himself morally to the level of 
the angels, but sinks to the bestial level if he corrupts him
self and does not use his reason, by which he can discern 
between good and bad. The work manifests an ascetic and 
even mystical tendency, which one can also find in Muslim 
manuals of piety of neo-Platonic or Sufic inspiration. Moses 
ibn Ezra believes in physical mortification. Every one of the 
above-mentioned three souls has its virtue to which justice is 
added as a fourth, conforming to Plato's system of four car
dinal virtues. 

Chapter 3 deals with the philosophical sources of the 
hadiqa, such as the work of the Brethren of Purity and that 
of Ibn Gabirol, pseudo or real Platonic or Aristotelian works, 
and Judeo-Arabic works by Sa'adya and Samuel ben Hofni. 
His mu'tazilite ideas perhaps derive from such Qara'ite 
Judeo-Arabic authors as al-Qirqisani. Moses ibn Ezra appears 
not to like Mishna and Talmud so much, because he quotes 
these writings almost exclusively for philological rather than 
theological reasons. Dealing with the influences the Hadiqa 
has had upon later Jewish thinkers and philosophers, mainly 
by its translation (the Arugat ha-Bosem), Fenton presents a 
list of authors who were probably influenced by its neo-Pla
tonism: among them are many Kabbalist authors from Spain 
and Provence, and authors from Germany, Italy and Persia. 
The author shows how Kabbalistic terms are sometimes 
linked with Neo-Platonic ones (such as the identification of 

the sefirah Hokhmah of the Kabbalists with the Active Intel
lect, the Giver of Forms). 

The second part of the book is devoted to exegesis. Chap
ter 4 gives an introduction to the exegetic part of the Hadiqa 
— its structure, literary context and lexicographical aspect. 
Chapter 5 discusses the problematics of metaphor, starting 
with the ancient rabbinical literature and the Islamic writings 
in this field, and continuing with oriental Judeo-Arabic liter
ature, and the anti-Karaite polemics in the light of the prob
lem of anthropomorphism, and concluding with a discussion 
of the metaphorical theories of the Andalusian school. 

Chapter 6 deals with metaphor in Moses ibn Ezra's theory 
about figurative and real meaning and his method and its 
application: the relation between metaphor and reason, 
metaphor and tradition, and the effects of metaphors. Then 
the different types of majdz [figurative expression] are dealt 
with, as is the relationship between exegesis and rhetoric, and 
exegesis and philology. Among the types of metaphor are: 
al-majdz al-darHrJ [the categoric metaphor]; al-isti'dra 
[metaphor]; al-tashbih [comparison]; ghuluww [hyperbole]; 
mubdlagha [exaggeration]; badal al-mujdwara [metonymia 
by association]. Terminology and lexicography are then dis
cussed, such as that mentioned by Moses ibn Ezra in his trea
tise : a comparison of Hebrew with Arabic from the point of 
view of lexical roots and lexical similarities, and a compari
son of Biblical Hebrew with post-Biblical or neo-Hebrew 
[e.g. the Hebrew of Mishna and Talmud], as well as a com
parison with Aramaic. Finally the relationship between exe
gesis and grammar and the influence of literary criticism is 
dealt with. Also in this chapter, many authors who inspired 
Moses ibn Ezra are mentioned: Arabic, Oriental Judeo-Ara
bic as well as Andalusian works on metaphor and grammar. 

Chapter 7 deals with rhetorical sources of the Hadiqa as 
well as its influences on later literature. According to Fen
ton, many unmentioned sources for the rhetorical part of the 
book are perhaps the rhetorical works mentioned by name 
in the Muhddara, and other Arab authors such as ai-
Muqaffa', al-Asma'i and al-Jahiz. From the Jewish side, 
Sa'adya is quoted from time to time, sometimes in connec
tion with his critics, such as Mubashshir al-Baghdadi and 
Samuel ben Hofni. Grammatical literature by the Qara'ite 
Abu'l-Faraj, and by such Andalusians as ibn Barun, Ibn Chi-
catella and Ibn Janah (especially the last one) is amply men
tioned. Among the later grammarians he must have influ
enced are Joseph Qimhi, David Qimhi and Tanhum 
ha-Yerushalmi(ca. 1220-1291). 

The book ends with a general conclusion. Fenton starts by 
underlining the uniqueness of the treatise in Jewish literary 
history, as it combines the domains of exegesis, philology, 
lexicography and aesthetics. Moses ibn Ezra can be consid
ered as the compilator and consolidator of the science of pre
vious generations. New is the fact that he wrote an adab 
work, trying to combine the didactic with the amusing. Moses 
ibn Ezra abounds in humanism from Greco-Islamic civiliza
tion, and does not limit himself to Jewish material and 
Judaism. In his work there is a synthesis between the sacred 
and the profane. His treatise must not be considered a philo
sophical work, but more as an anthology, because he does 
not pretend to be a philosopher. In the book, Moses Ibn Ezra 
meticulously described a number of stylistic phenomena. 
Written in exile, during his old age and at the end of the 
Golden Age of Hebrew literature in Spain, he transmitted to 
later generations the sum of a whole culture. 
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The book ends with a number of appendices: (I) a critical 
edition of the Arabic passages of the Eons Vitae by Ibn 
Gabirol; (II) an index of authors and works quoted in the 
Hadiqa; (III) a list of Hebrew poems quoted in the Hadiqa; 
(IV) idem: Arabic poetry lines (pp. 393-410), followed by 
Bibliography and Indexes (pp. 411- 459). 

Fenton's book will be a useful companion for readers who 
want to deal with the text of the Maqalat al-Hadiqa, which 
— along with its translation — will be published very soon 
by Fenton himself, and will perhaps already be available 
when this review is published. We are lucky then to finally 
have the tools with which to comprehend the intellectual her
itage of not just one person, but of a whole period. In spite 
of the many uncertainties that often remain when trying to 
establish in detail the influences that one work has on 
another, or what is a tribute to what, Fenton has written a 
major opus by putting this treatise into the framework of its 
time. His book is also amusing and easily readable. This is 
something it has in common with the treatise by Moses ibn 
Ezra — but only if we read it with the annotations in Fen
ton's book. 

Amsterdam, May 1999 Arie SCHIPPERS 

KAPPLER, Rene (transl.) — Riccold de Monte Croce. Pere
grination en Terre Sainte er\au Proche Orient. (Texte 
latin et traduction); Lettres sW la chute de Saint-Jean 
d'Acre (traduction). Textes et traductions des Classiques 
Frangais du Moyen Age N° 4. Editions Honore Cham
pion, Paris, 1997. (22 cm, 271). IS^N 2-85203-632-0. 
Fr 140,00 

Rene Kappler ist schon bekannt fiir seine ^lauterte Uber-
setzung der Reise Wilhelm von Rubmcks {Voyage dans Vem
pire mongol. 1253 - 1255, traduction et commemaire de C -
C. et R. Kappler, Paris 1985; neu verlegt h997 mit 
zahlreichen Illustrationen und Fotos von Roland Mnshaud)./ 
Jetzt erschien seine Ubersetzung ins Franzosische mi t^ iau / 
temdem Begleittext zu einem anderen wichtigen mittelalb 
lichen Reisebericht. 

Der Ruhm der ReiAebeschreibungen von Marco ^olo, 
Rubruck oder Plan del "Sarpine hat die anderen Be/ichte 
zumindest teilweise verges§«ii lassen, die auch den^'Orient 
im 13. und 14. Jahrhundert zum^Thema haben. Unter wirt-
schaftlichen, kulturellen und politi^Khen Gesicht/punkten 
ist diese Zeit eng mit den Konsequenzten der Erpberungen 
der Mongolen verbunden, die fiir eine >Viedefaufnahme 
der Kontakte zwischen Europa und dem N&h^n und Fer-
nen Osten gesorgt haben. Auch auf literarisraem Gebiet 
war diese Zeit sehr produktiv: Ein kiirzlich/ersfehienenes 
Buch zahlt mehr als zwanzig Reiseberichte auf (Michele 
Gueret-Laferte, Sur les routes de l'empire mongol. U>4re 
et rhetorique des relations de voyage aux XIII'' et XI\ 
siecles, Paris 1994; S. 394-397). Der EntschluB, einen 
schriftlichen Bericht iiber die personlLchen Erfahrungen 
einer Reise zu verfassen, kam aus verschiedenen Griinden 
zustande: Reiseberichte wollten die Erfordemisse zukiinf-
tiger Reisender zufrieden stellen oder sie nahmen sich vor, 
die Fragen, die sich der Gesellschaft in Europa auf ver
schiedenen Ebenen aufdrangten, zu beantworten: Von der 

Neugierde auf Monstra und Mirabilia oder auf Sitten und 
Brauche ferner Volker bis hin zu der Frage nach dem Auf-
kommen der »barbarischen« und machtigen Nation der 
Mongolen. Das christliche Europa sah sich gezwungen, 
diese Machtzunahme als gottgewollvliinzunehmen, ande-
rerseits aber versuchte man, den Mongolen auf theologi-
schem und politischem Gebiet aus^leichenden Widerstand 
zu bieten. 

Im Werk, das uns jetzt von Renfe Kappler vorgestellt wird, 
verbinden sich praktische mit Iculturellen Aspekten, auch 
wenn die letzteren im Laufe/der Reise die Uberhand zu 
gewinnen scheinen: Es hand/lt sich um das Liber peregri-
nationis von Ricoldo di Montecroce, einen Dominikaner aus 
Florenz, der ins Heilige Land reiste und zur zweiten Halfte 
des 13. Jahrhunderts als Missionar in Mesopotamien tatig 
war. Das Buch, auf Lateihisch geschrieben, wird von sieben 
Manuskripten belegt. Sefhon im Mittelalter wurde es ins Ita-
lienische und ins Franilosische iibersetzt. Ricoldo lebte unge-
fahr von 1243 bis L320; nach der Studienzeit in den zur 
damaligen Zeit bekanntesten Schulen (nach dem, was er 
selbst erzahlt, S. 3)8-39) trat er in den Dominikanerorden der 
predigenden Briider ein. Im Jahre 1288 schiffte er sich nach 
Acri ein, das damals noch in christlicher Hand war. Er 
besuchte die hailigen Statten in Palastina und kgtfn dann nach 
Tabriz, damals Hauptstadt des mongolischenyfl-Khanreiches. 
Nach einenyAufenthalt von einem halben Jahr reiste er wel
ter bis Baghdad, wo er sich im Jahre 129 l/befand. In Tabriz 
und in B^hdad predigte er den Christen vor Ort und den 
Muslims^ zunachst mit Hilfe von Ubers/tzem und dann selbst 
auf Ar^isch. 

Da^' Liber peregrinatoris wurckf'wahrscheinlich in den 
ersteh Jahren des 14. Jahrhunderts verfasst und besteht aus 
zwe'i sehr unterschiedlichen Teiien: Der erste Teil berichtet 
vph der Reise ins Heilige Land und ist topografisch prazise 
uhd ebenso genau in der Beschreibung der Reiseroute, der 
besuchten Orte und Stattejl. Er ist somit den anderen mit-

' telalterhchen Berichten jroer Pilgerreisen ins Heilige Land 
zum Verwechseln ahnlicn. Nach der Beschreibung der Route 
bis Tabriz lasst im zweiten Teil das Interesse fiir die Topo
graphic und die auBenichen Einzelheiten stark nach und ver-
schwindet nahezu/vollstandig zugunsten von ethnografi-
schen und kultur^len Berichten. Er schreibt von Kurden, 
von orientalischen Christen, von Muslims. Mit Ausnahme 
des genauen IVotokolls der Diskussionen mit den Pralaten 
und dem jakooinischen Klerus (im Kloster von Mar Matta, 

1 der Nahe/on Mosul) und den Nestorianem (in Baghdad), 
eiHhiillt sich Ricoldo als mehr an den »haretischen« christ-
liclwn Glambensrichtungen der orientalischen Christen inter-
essienvam der muslimischen Doktrin und an den Brauchen 
der VSttycr, denen er begegnet, als am Tagesgeschehen 
wahrond seines Aufenthalts. Viele konkrete Nachrichten 
iiber/sein BiSiben im Orient mussen wir mit Hilfe anderer 
Berichte rekorfstruieren, so zum Beispiel seiner fiinf Epi-
stalae ad EcclesiHm triumphantem, zu denen die Verzweif-
li/ng iiber den Fall Acris und die Ubemahme der Stadt sei-
/ens der Moslems AnIass gab (8. Mai 1291). Kappler hat 

'deshalb gut daran getan, die Ubersetzung ins Franzosische 
der Epistolae zusammen mit dem Liber peregrinationis zu 
veroffentlichen. Sie sind notwendig, um die Gedanken und 
die Reiseroute des Ricoldo des Liber peregrinationis zu ver-
vollstandigen. 

Die Aufmerksamkeit, die Ricoldo den Doktrinen und den 
Brauchen der orientalischen Christen und der Muslims wid-


